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Figure 1: We introduce a diffraction model for fine surface scratches which seamlessly integrates in modern real-time rendering pipelines.
Left: Our approach reaches 30fps at 720p resolution on a notebook GPU (GTX 970M) with 10000 scratches and two light sources: a
sphere and a rectangle approximating the highest intensity parts of the environment. Right: Our technique provides anti-aliased scratches
for multi-scale rendering without multi-sampling. Shown here is the reflection of a triangular light source on a planar target.

Abstract
The visual appearance of real-world materials is characterized by surface features across many scales and has received signifi-
cant attention by the graphics community for decades. Yet, even the most advanced microfacet models have difficulties faithfully
recreating materials like snow, sand, brushed metal or hair that feature scale-violating glints and speckles and defy any tra-
ditional notion of filtering and level of detail. In this work, we address an important subset of such materials, namely metal
and dielectric surfaces that are covered with microscopic scratches, e.g., from polishing processes or surface wear. The ap-
pearance of such surfaces features fine-scale spatial detail and iridescent colors caused by diffraction, and has only recently
been successfully recreated. We adopt the scratch iridescence model, which is known for plausible results in offline Monte Carlo
settings but unsuitable for real-time applications where extensive illumination sampling is prohibitively expensive. In this paper,
we introduce an efficient technique for incoherently integrating the contributions of individual scratches, as well as closed-form
solutions for modeling spherical and polygonal area light sources, and for the first time bring scratch iridescence within reach
of real-time applications.

1. Introduction

Real-world surfaces feature geometric detail across a wide range
of scales, which results in a characteristic visual appearance that
computer graphics has long attempted to faithfully model, cap-
ture and reproduce. The state of the art in digital material ap-
pearance is dominated by models that represent surface microge-
ometry by statistics like micro-facet or micro-flake distributions.

This class of models is capable of closely approximating the far-
field scattering properties of most real-world surfaces [GGG∗16],
and it has recently even been extended to include wave-optical
effects [HP17, BB17]. Yet, significant effort is needed to ena-
ble the recreation of fine-scale reflectance detail such as isola-
ted glints [YHJ∗14, YHMR16, JHY∗14]. In recent work, Werner
et al. [WVJH17] introduced a spatially varying bidirectional re-
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Figure 2: Scratch iridescence model by Werner et al., rendered un-
der point light source (1 light sample per pixel).

flectance distribution function (SVBRDF) for a sub-class of mi-
crostructured materials, namely metallic and dielectric surfaces
with fine enough scratches to produce iridescent reflections. Their
method, to our knowledge, is the first to bridge the gap between
non-paraxial wave-optical scattering theory and texture required
for spatial detail in computer graphics applications. Neglected in
prior wave-optical scattering models, their model correctly hand-
les spatial variation by combining coherence theory with a vector-
graphics representation for discrete scratches on a surface. In this
paper, we address what we consider the most important drawback
of the proposed technique: its need for extensive sampling of area
light sources and pixel footprints. While the model can be evalu-
ated with a single light sample for point sources, the resulting ap-
pearance is highly unrealistic (Fig. 2). Multi-sampling, on the other
hand, produces well-filtered renderings in offline settings but is far
too costly for real-time applications. Where precomputed radiance
transfer delivers high-quality results for ordinary reflectance distri-
butions under environment lighting [SKS02], highly specular glints
as well as micrometer-level spatial detail prohibit the use of such
approaches for the class of materials at hand. To mitigate this pro-
blem, we propose a set of analytical pre-integrations and approx-
imations that build upon the model of Werner et al. and enable it
to achieve real-time performance under area and environment lig-
hting. In particular, our technical contributions include

• a closed-form solution of the integral over the pixel footprint
visible from the camera,
• closed-form solutions for integrals over polygonal and spherical

area light sources, and
• an optimized pipeline and data structure to enable efficient

lookup of discrete scratch particles on the GPU.

With these improvements, our model achieves a speed-up of at least
three orders of magnitude, enabling the rendering of scratch irides-
cence at HD resolution in real time. Our work is a promising step
towards introducing these effects in current real-time rendering pi-
pelines, and it is immediately applicable for visualization purposes
in offline rendering production.

2. Related work

Our proposed method builds upon Werner et al.’s theory and mo-
del for wave-optical effects on worn surfaces [WVJH17], which
heavily relies on Monte Carlo integration for the evaluation of the
reflectance function in both spatial and angular domain. Multiple
samples are cast on the footprint of each pixel in order to mitigate
aliasing effects in the spatial domain; in angular domain, area and

environment lights are evaluated through costly importance sam-
pling. Here, our goal is to alleviate both these requirements. By
deriving analytical pre-filtered versions of the reflectance function,
we reduce the effort of evaluating the model from thousands of
samples to one sample per pixel, effectively making it capable of
real-time operation. In the following, we briefly review the state of
the art in wave-optical shading models, and provide an overview
of real-time rendering techniques for extended light sources. For a
historic study of general BRDF modeling, we refer the interested
reader to the survey by Guarnera et al. [GGG∗16]. Further informa-
tion about prefiltering different components of microfacet BRDFs
can be found in the survey by Bruneton and Neyret [BN12].

2.1. Wave-optical shading models

A conclusive overview of wave-optical scattering models for dif-
ferent surface classes can be found in [Kry06], and fundamental
principles are discussed in [Goo96]. Based on such models of light-
surface interaction, the computer graphics community has develo-
ped a range of techniques accounting for diffraction and interfe-
rence in ray-based frameworks. Stam [Sta99], as one of the first,
proposed a diffraction model for rough surfaces. The concept of
spatial coherence, which is critical for spatially resolved structures,
was used by Levin et al. [LGX∗13] and Dhillon et al. [DTS∗14].
In contrast to Levin, who predicted BRDFs of lithographically
structured surfaces, Dhillon used this concept to efficiently simu-
late diffraction effects of measured biological real-world surfaces.
More recently, Belcour and Barla [BB17] proposed a modified
microfacet model to recreate interference from thin layers. Dong
et al. [DWMG15] derived far-field BRDF models from Kirchhoff
scattering and microfacet theory with support for tilted surfaces.
Holzschuch and Pacanowski [HP17] proposed a two-scale micro-
facet model based on generalized Harvey-Shack theory to combine
reflection and diffraction. Toisoul et al. [TG17] introduced a mo-
del suitable for simulating the iridescent behavior of surfaces with
periodic structure for small angles. Their technique is based on a
tabulated pre-convolution lookup of the reflected radiance by peri-
odic diffraction gratings. However, the memory requirements pro-
hibit the use of their approach for real-time rendering of worn sur-
faces, which are composed of many scratches with randomized pa-
rameters. This approach relates to many previously studied techni-
ques for precomputation described in the survey by Ramamoor-
thi [Ram09], and shares the same limitations.

2.2. Rendering scratch-like features

Rendering scratches and line-like features such as fibers [dMH13]
or hair [dFH∗11, YJR17] are closely related due to the common
geometrical properties. Recent models for reflection from worn
surfaces are limited to geometrical optics and represent scratches
using scratch profiles made of aligned surfaces with associated
procedural BRDFs, their positions described by curves on the sur-
face [BPMG04]. More recently, Raymond et al. [RGB16] proposed
a multi-scale SVBRDF model from a stack of scratch layers. Yan
et al. [YHMR16] utilize optimized integration of the normal dis-
tribution function on normal-mapped surfaces to recreate glint-like
reflectance behavior.
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2.3. Extended light sources

The appearance of materials strongly depends on the distribu-
tion of light surrounding them. The graphics community there-
fore has invested major efforts to develope efficient approximate
methods for shading with extended light sources. In opposition to
standard brute-force path tracing where luminaires are sampled,
many techniques have been studied to efficiently sample area sour-
ces of different geometry [SWZ96]; in particular spherical triang-
les [Arv95, 5.2], spherical rectangles [UnFK13], and spherical el-
lipses [GUnK∗17]. When applied to strongly specular material mo-
dels with high angular bandwidth, these integration strategies re-
quire a high number of samples for converged, noise-free images,
making them unsuitable for most real-time rendering purposes.

In concurrent work, researchers have attempted to reduce area
lights to representative point sources [Pic92], causing a severe
loss in quality unless sets of many virtual point lights (VPLs) are
used [Kel97, DKH∗14]. The number of VPLs needed to obtain
high-quality renderings increases with the bandwidth of the ma-
terial, so that for specular materials real-time evaluation beco-
mes more and more challenging. Techniques that project the illu-
mination into spherical basis functions for efficient precomputa-
tion [SKS02] suffer from the same problem: high-frequency illu-
mination in combination with high-frequency reflectance requires
impractically high orders of spherical harmonics to achieve output
of sufficient quality.

A third strand of research aims to approximate area light sour-
ces using a single sample, ranging from the well-known compu-
tation of form factors in the radiosity method for diffuse surfa-
ces [GTGB84, BRW89] to extensions of the representative point
method that approximate the combined effect of specular lobe and
area sources [Dro14,Kar13,dCI17]. In the context of our work, the
most relevant class of methods are those that derive analytical solu-
tions for the illumination integral over the solid angle subtended by
area light sources. For glossy materials, for instance, the problem
has been addressed by several methods based on polynomial expan-
sions of the two-dimensional (2D) illumination integral [BP93], on
multiple one-dimensional (1D) integrals [PA91, TT97], or a single
contour integral using irradiance tensors for polygonal area sour-
ces [Arv95, 4] [Sny96, LDSM16]. More recently, Heitz et al. pro-
posed to transform microfacet distributions into linearly transfor-
med cosine distributions (LTCs) to approximate the reflection of
polygonal [HDHN16] and linear [HH17] light sources. Finally, Du-
puy et al. [DHB17] used spherical pivot transformed distributions
(SPTDs) to efficiently approximate the integral over the solid angle
subtended by spherical light sources for microfacet models.

The appearance model that serves as the basis for the proposed
technique [WVJH17] specializes on microscopic iridescent scrat-
ches on worn surfaces, which gives rise to extremely detailed and
specular reflections. Applied naïvely to real-time rendering, their
model misses important visual properties such as elongated scrat-
ches, but instead produces point-like features (cf. Fig. 2). We aim
to mitigate these drawbacks while using only a single sample per
pixel to achieve real-time capability.

Parameter Definition
s(m) Position of a scratch m in world coordinates
x Shaded position in world coordinates
[t,b,n] Surface tangent space vectors
(φi,θi) Azimuth and zenith incident light angle
ωo Outgoing light vector
ξ Vector of direction cosines
ξ(m) Direction cosines w.r.t. the basis vector of scratch m
σ = 60µm Coherence area radius
AC = πσ2 Coherence area
λ Wavelength
k Wave number
B(ξ) Base response function
S(ξ) Scratch response function
S(m)(ξ) Response function of the mth scratch
W (m),D(m) Width and depth of the mth scratch
η(m) Spatial phases of the mth scratch
AP Area of the projected camera pixel footprint
a1,a2 Extent of the projected footprint ellipse
l(m)
contained Scratch length contained within pixel footprint

l1, l2 Scratch boundaries
ρc,P Scratch area density
V(m) Vertex m of polygonal light source
q(m) Intersection with projected light source

Table 1: Overview of the parameters used throughout this paper

3. Theory

In this work, we seek to extend the scratch iridescence model by
Werner et al. [WVJH17] for use in real-time applications, and in
particular for rendering well-filtered scratches under extended light
sources with a single sample per pixel. To this end, we provide
approximations and techniques that are required to efficiently eva-
luate core elements of the model. In particular, we consider the
missing pieces necessary to achieve real-time capability to be (1)
antialiasing and (2) lighting by area light sources, which need to be
realized using only one sample per pixel. To better understand the
properties of the original model, we will in the following discuss
its main elements and how to exploit them for our purpose.

3.1. Model

In its original form, the scratch iridescence model is given by the
SVBRDF

fr(ξ,x) =
1

πσ2λ2 |B(ξ)−S (ξ,x)|
2 , (1)

where ξ is the vector of direction cosines [Kry06] and x the shaded
surface position. In essence, a base response function B and a scra-
tch response function S model the respective contributions of the
unscratched surface and the iridescent scratches. We base our ap-
proximation of the scratch response S on a vector graphics repre-
sentation (discrete lines) and sum over the contributions S(m) of
individual scratch primitives:

S (ξ,x) = ∑
m
S(m)(

ξ
(m),x

)
= ∑

m
W(m)D(m)

η
(m)(

ξ
(m),x

)
. (2)
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Figure 3: Comparison of diffracted radiance for a single scratch
with rectangular profile. The result obtained with our model (black
line; no angle dependence, D ∝ exp(i4πD/λ)) underestimates the
diffraction of side lobes and neglects re-distribution of energy due
to the angular dependence of the complex phase in the original
model (blue dashed line; D ∝ exp(i2π(γ+ γi)D/λ). However, the
overall appearance is conserved as we closely preserve the enve-
lope shape of the scattering function (λ = 700nm).

Assuming a rectangular scratch cross-section, the individual factors
for the mth scratch are:

W(m)(
ξ
(m))=W (m)sinc

(
πW (m)

ξ2/λ
)
, (3)

D(m) = 1− ei4πD(m)/λ, and (4)

η
(m)(

ξ
(m),x

∣∣l1, l2)= d erf
((
(s(m)

t +h)/σ+ iσkξ1
)
/
√

2
)∣∣∣l2

h=l1
. (5)

W(m) denotes the spectral term which, in turn, depends on the scra-
tch width W (m). D(m) denotes the depth-related term, and η

(m) en-
codes the spatial phases with respect to x.D(m) is approximated for
small angles to enable analytic integration for area light sources in
the following. To evaluate this deviation from the original work by
Werner et al., we provide a qualitative comparison of this approxi-
mation in Fig. 3 which shows that the overall shape of the scattering
function is well preserved when only separate scratches are consi-
dered. This approximation is provided in the public implementation
of the work [WVJH17] without being discussed in the main text.

We further provide the main elements of the model for comple-
teness and easier implementation:

ξ
(m) = (ξ1,ξ2)

(m) = (ωi +ωo) · (t,b)(m)

s′(m)
= s(m)−x = s(m)

t t(m)+ s(m)
b b(m)

k =
2π

λ

d =
√

π/2 σ exp
(
− 1

2σ2 s(m)
b

2
− σ

2

2
k2

ξ
(m)
1

2
− iks(m)

b ξ
(m)
2

)
,

where ξ
(m) is the vector of direction cosines, (t,b)(m) the tangent

and bitangent of a scratch, s′(m) its position with respect to x which
is further decomposed in tangential (s(m)

t ) and bitangential (s(m)
b )

components, σ= 60µm the radius of the coherence area and k = 2π

λ

the wavenumber with respect to wavelength λ.

The base material B can be any physically based material mo-
del under the assumption of negligible scratch-surface interference.
More formally,

fr(ξ,x) =
1

πσ2λ2

(
|B|2 + |S|2−2B∗S

)
≈ 1

ACλ2

(
(1−ρc)|B|2 + |S|2

)
, (6)

where the cross-term related to scratch-surface interaction is neg-
lected and AC = πσ

2 is the coherence area covered by the spatial
filter. To ensure energy conservation, a simple alpha blending term
based on the scratch area density ρc is introduced. We focus on
using microfacet materials to define the base contribution as they
are prevalent in the current rendering systems and provide over-
all easier control over the appearance of the surface through intui-
tive parameters. For efficient rendering of microfacet surfaces lit
by extended polygonal, tube or spherical light sources we refer to
the recent works of Heitz et al. [HDHN16, HH17] and Dupuy et
al. [DHB17]. We use these distributions fit to the GGX model and
directly superimpose the scratches as illustrated by Eq. (6).

The solution for incoherent superposition additionally assumes
that mutual interference of scratch ensembles, expressed by cross-
terms appearing in |S (ξ) |2, can be neglected such that

|S (ξ) |2 =
∣∣∣∑

m
S(m)

(
ξ
(m)
)∣∣∣2 ≈∑

m

∣∣∣S(m)
(

ξ
(m)
)∣∣∣2. (7)

All previously expressed formulations within this section follow
directly from the work by Werner et al. and its publicly availa-
ble implementation. Based on them, we are now able to separately
compute the radiance scattered by each single scratch and to derive
more efficient formulas for certain individual parts.

It is generally assumed that the scratches fall completely within
the coherence area. Consequently η

(m) can be simplified by taking
the limit of an infinite scratch:

η
(m) =

√
2πσexp

(
− 1

2σ2 s(m)
b

2
− σ

2

2
k2

ξ
2
1− iks(m)

b ξ2

)
. (8)

The complex part of the exponential is completely canceled when
we take the absolute value squared, leading to a very compact form
of the term for the reflectance along the scratch:

|η(m)|2 = 2AC exp
(
− 1

σ2 s(m)
b

2
−σ

2k2
ξ

2
1

)
, (9)

which separates into an angular and spatial part, respectively∣∣η(m)
a
∣∣2 = exp

(
−σ

2k2
ξ

2
1

)
;

∣∣η(m)
s
∣∣2 = 2AC exp

(
−

s(m)
b

2

σ2

)
. (10)

The separability enables us to derive the integral over a pixel foot-
print required for correct antialiasing in spatial domain and the in-
tegral over solid angle subtended by area light sources. Evaluation
of the absolute value squared of D(m) additionally yields∣∣D(m)∣∣2 = (2−2cos(4πD(m)/λ)

)
, (11)

which is a well known result that can be traced back to the deri-
vation of the equation proposed by Stam [Sta99] for modeling the
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Figure 4: Footprint antialiasing evaluation. Without spatial integration over the footprint (Left), scratches appear segmented. Footprint
integration (Middle) generates connected scratches. Antialiasing is only performed along scratches which reflects the assumption that the
Gaussian filter extent is much smaller than the scratch width. Monte Carlo integration (Right) additionally is able to anti-alias across
scratches.

appearance of CDs with predefined periodic structure. These re-
sults already improve the performance of the model for the specific
case of incoherent surfaces.

3.2. Integration of the spatially varying reflectance over the
camera pixel footprint

The full flux received by a pixel is determined by the irradiance
impinging on its spatial footprint, which we approximate with an
ellipse in the tangent plane with primary and secondary axes a1 and
a2 respectively. In a wave-optical context with spatial coherence ta-
ken into account, we can think of the pixel footprint as being subs-
ampled with coherent samples (i.e. Fourier transform of spatially
weighted surface features). The coherent subsamples are converted
to radiance (via BRDF) and then averaged over the surface area
visible in the pixel, which corresponds to an incoherent superposi-
tion. Following Eq. (6) and (7) we obtain

∫
x∈P

fr(ξ,x)≈
1

APACλ2

∫
x∈P

[
(1−ρc) |B|2 +∑

m

∣∣S(m)∣∣2]dx,

(12)
where x = (x,y)T is the point of intersection, P is the pixel foot-
print and AP = a1a2π is a factor which normalizes the integral to
the covered area. In the case of incoherent scratches (and scratches
extending over the coherence area) the only term dependent on x is∣∣∣η(m)

s

∣∣∣2 (cf. Eq. (10)). What is left to solve is then

1
AP

∫
x∈P

∣∣∣η(m)
s

∣∣∣2 dx =
2AC
AP

∫
x∈P

exp
(
−

s(m)
b

2

σ2

)
dx. (13)

If this integral needs to be performed over an arbitrary region, in-
terdependencies between the integration bounds for tangential and
bitangential direction might occur. However, for our case it should
be safe to assume that the footprint is much larger than the co-
herence area so that we can extend the integration bounds of the

bitangential direction to

∫
x∈P

exp
(
−

s(m)
b

2

σ2

)
dx≈

∫ ∞
−∞

exp
(
−

(s(m)
y − y)2

σ2

)
dy

∫ s2

s1

dx

= σ
√

π · l(m)
contained, (14)

where s1 and s2 are the intersection points of the scratch with
the pixel footprint and thus the second integral yields the length
fraction l(m)

contained of the scratch that is contained in the footprint.

To ensure that we do not overestimate l(m)
contained, we perform a line-

ellipse intersection test and retrieve the accurate contained geome-
tric length. We can then approximate the integral over spatial pha-
ses by∣∣η(m)

P
∣∣2 :=

∫
x∈P

∣∣η(m)
s
∣∣2dx≈ 2

σ
3

a1a2

√
π · l(m)

contained. (15)

We expect this approximation to be valid for larger footprints and to
overestimate the integral for smaller ones. We therefore propose a
correction term for small footprint-to-coherence area ratios which
linearly interpolates between two limit cases of the integral. For
the lower bound we assume the footprint size to be negligible, the
upper bound is given by the previous formulation in Eq. (15). We
thus obtain a corrected estimate of

|η(m)
P |

2 ≈ 2σ
2

AP

[
ασ

√
π3 · l(m)

contained +(1−α)APe− s(m)
b

2
/σ

2
]

(16)

with the blending factor α = min( 1
2

AP
AC

,1.0). With this correction
term, we obtain low errors for the standard case of footprint areas
about 7 times larger than the coherence area (cf. Fig. 5, middle).
Although we overestimate the scratch area density with our ap-
proximation which lets scratches appear wider than expected, our
method still yields visually close results in comparison to reference
Monte Carlo renderings visible in Fig. 4.
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Figure 5: Comparison of numeric (reference) vs analytic (approximation) results of the integration of scratch area density ρP and spatial
phases |ηP |2, respectively given by the integral of ρc and |η(m)

s |2 over the pixel footprint. For footprint sizes smaller than the coherence
area (AP/AC < 1, depicted by the dashed red line) our solution for |ηP |2 (Left) fails as a single pixel only observes a small fraction of
the coherence area, an unlikely case which is not covered by our approximation. On the other hand, our solution for ρP (Middle, ξ1 = 0)
overestimates the area covered by scratches for smaller ratios AP/AC but closely resembles the complex dependency. For increasing area
ratios our assumptions are matched and the error becomes smaller. The dashed vertical lines correspond to ratios of footprint area to
coherence area AP/AC ∈ [1,10,20]. The corresponding pixel footprints are depicted as color matching ellipses on the surface used for our
simulations (Right).

3.3. Scratch area density

To allow combination between the incoherent model and arbitrary
base BRDFs, Werner et al. use a modified alpha-blending step that
takes into account the scratch area contained within the coherence
area. More formally, the resulting area density ρc is given by the
Gaussian-weighted scratch length and its width. For scratches ex-
tending over the coherence area this yields

ρc =
1

AC
∑
m

W (m)
∫ s2

s1

ds exp
(
− |s
′′(m)(s)|2

2σ2

)

≈ 1
AC

∑
m

W (m)
√

2πσexp
(
−

s(m)
b

2

2σ2

)
(17)

with s′′(m)(s) = s′(m)+ st(m), m denoting the mth scratch. For inte-
gration over the pixel footprint, we have to modify the area density
to account for subsampling of the footprint with samples of the size
of the coherence area:

ρP =
1

AP

∫
x∈P

ρc(x)

=
1

APAC

√
2πσ∑

m
W (m)

∫
x∈P

exp
(−s(m)

b

2

2σ2

)
dx

≈ 2
AP

∑
m

W (m)l(m)
contained, (18)

where we used the solution of the integral found in Eq. (15).
Eq. (18) now yields the mixing factor necessary for the alpha-
blending between our scratch response and (arbitrary) microfacet
base BRDFs which replaces ρc within the context of Eq. (6). Fig. 5
(top) reveals that for small footprint size, a high deviation between
reference and approximation is obtained, which corresponds to un-
likely cases of pixels covering only a tiny fraction of the coherence
area. For increasing size however, the results agree well and only
small errors are reported. Our footprint integration scheme relies
on the extension of integration limits to (−∞,∞) (cf. Eq. (14)).

This enables us to develope antialiasing along scratches, but disa-
bles smoothing across scratches which becomes visible in Fig. 4,
a result comparable to standard antialiasing techniques based on
weighted area sampling (e.g [GS81]), albeit with an anisotropic fil-
ter kernel. With this we are able to significantly improve perfor-
mance and recreate connected scratches with the minor disadvan-
tage of non-perfect antialiasing.

3.4. Integration of the reflectance in angular domain over the
solid angle subtended by area light sources

The angular dependence of the shading model can be fully expres-
sed by Eq. (3) and (10). Both depend on the direction cosine along
a specific direction. To derive an approximation of the integral over
the solid angle subtended we must first rewrite the rendering equa-
tion, so that it is in direction cosine space. We start from the clas-
sical rendering equation first introduced to graphics community by
Kajiya [Kaj86]:

L =
∫∫

f (φi,φo,θi,θo)Li cosθi sinθi dθi dφi. (19)

The direction cosines irrespective of features in the tangent plane
can be expressed as:

ξ1 = cosφi sinθi +ωo,x

ξ2 = sinφi sinθi +ωo,y. (20)

Rewriting these equations according to the azimuth and altitude
angles yields

ωo,t= (ωo,x,ωo,y)

θi = asin|ξ−ωo,t | (21)

φi = atan
ξ2−ωo,y

ξ1−ωo,x
, (22)
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which we use to derive the Jacobian determinant for a transforma-
tion of the integral into direction cosine space:

|J|=
∣∣∣∣ δ(θi,φi)

δ(ξ1,ξ2)

∣∣∣∣=
∣∣∣∣∣∣

ξ1−ωo,x
cos θi sin θi

ξ2−ωo,y
cos θi sin θi

− ξ2−ωo,y
|ξ−ωo,t |2

ξ1−ωo,x
|ξ−ωo,t |2

∣∣∣∣∣∣= 1
cosθi sinθi

, (23)

with which the rendering equation can be expressed as:

L =
∫∫

f (ξ1,ξ2)Li dξ1 dξ2. (24)

The derived relationship signifies that the cosine between the out-
going direction and the surface normals acts only as an offset of the
projected light source and thus simplifies further derivations.

The BRDF that we are studying is separable in angular domain
and changes according to the following relation:

∣∣∣S(m)
(

ξ
(m)
)∣∣∣2∝sinc2

(
π

W (m)

λ
ξ
(m)
2

)
exp
(
−σ

2k2
ξ
(m)
1

2
)
. (25)

The key observation is that the standard deviation of the Gaussian
function is relatively low. We can establish an upper bound of the
standard deviation by taking the highest wavelength in the visible
spectrum λmax = 750µm:

smax =
λmax

2
√

2πσ
= 1.40674 ·10−3. (26)

A common empirical rule for upper bounds is to use three times the

ωi(τ)

ξ1

ξ2

ωo

ωi
⟂(τ)

q1
q2

q3

q4

z
θi(τ)

φi(τ)

Figure 6: Approximation of the integral over the solid subtended by
triangular light source in direction cosine domain. We limit the in-
tegration over a small band along the bitangential direction cosine,
starting at the origin ωo.

standard deviation; from this it becomes clear that for most practi-
cal purposes the area with the highest contribution would be signi-
ficantly smaller than the projection of most light sources. The main
benefit of this observation is that we can limit the integration to a
small band around the origin in direction cosine space as shown in
Fig. 6. Furthermore, we can ignore the curvature around the light
source’s edges such that integration can be performed separately
for each axis. The integral of a Gaussian distribution at infinity is
well known while the integral of sinc2(x) can be derived through

integration by parts. The final equation has the following form:

S(ξ|q0,q1)|2 =W (m)2
D(m)2

η
(m)
s

2(
N (m)(ξ,q1)−N (m)(ξ,q0)

)
N (m)(ξ,q) =

√
π

σk

(
2

Si(kW (m)q)
kW (m)

−4
sin2(kW (m)q/2)

k2W (m)2
q

)
(27)

where q0 are q1 are the integration bounds according to ξ2 which
represents the azimuthal reflectance, and Si(x) is the trigonometric
integral

Si(x) =
∫ x

0
sinc(t)dt =

∫ x

0

sin(t)
t

dt. (28)

As Si(x) is a nonelementary integral and not available on the GPU,
we approximate it as the superposition of a sigmoid and a hyperbo-
lically decaying oscillation. The following equation is used by our
code:

Si(x)≈ π

2
tanh(x)− a0x

1+(x− sgn(x)b0)2 + sgn(x)
1− cos(x)

1+ |x|
(29)

with a0 = 0.66142739 and b0 = 0.38272292 obtained via least-
squares fit of the middle term to the residual in range x ∈ [−10,10]
to prevent overestimation of the oscillations. We provide approxi-
mation error analysis in Figure 7.
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-0.06

-0.04

-0.02

0

0.02

0.04

0.06

Figure 7: Comparison between the approximation of Si and the
exact function (left), as well as the corresponding residual (right).

3.4.1. Spherical light sources

We compute the boundaries in direction cosine domain by using
the normalized equation of a disk that can be expressed as:

G =
p+ rt cosθt+ rb sinθb
|p+ rt cosθt+ rb sinθb| .p (30)

The sphere is just a special case of this equation where the radius
of the disk is expressed as r = rt = rb and the major axes are per-
pendicular to the relative position p ((t ·p) = (b ·p) = 0), leading
to

GS =
p+ r cosθt+ r sinθb√

r2 + |p|2
. (31)

Constructing the orthogonal basis around p is achieved by using the
branchless version of the code proposed by Duff et al. [DBC∗17].
To find the intersection points with the line passing through the
origin we must solve the following equation:

tξ1
r cosθ+bξ1

r sinθ+ pξ1
+ωo,ξ1

√
r2 + |p|2 = 0 (32)
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Figure 8: Comparison of the specular lobe of (a) the ground truth
Monte Carlo sampling of light source at 16k spp, (b) our spherical
light source approximation and (c) the same approximation with
exact Si(x). Equirectangular mapping of the viewing directions is
used with radiance boosted ten times. The light source is placed
close to the origin of the polar coordinate system and it is mirror
reflected π radians around the axis while the scratch is perpendi-
cular to the main axis.

Using the trigonometric identities turns the equation into quadratic
form:

ν = tan
γ

2
; sinγ =

2ν

1+ν2 ; cosγ =
1−ν

2

1+ν2 (33)

We use the method stated in Numerical Recipes [PTVF92] for sol-
ving quadratic equations in a numerically stable fashion:

D = bξ1

2r2−

((
pξ1

+ωo,ξ1

√
r2 + |p|2

)2

− tξ1

2r2

)
(34)

ν =

(
−(bξ1

r+ sgn(bξ1
)
√

D)

pξ1
+ωo,ξ1

√
r2 + |p|2− tξ1

r

)±1

, (35)

and find sinγ and cosγ by back-substituting ν into the respective
trigonometric identities (cf. Eq. (33)).

The complete solution requires clipping of the spherical disk to
limit the contribution to the upper hemisphere. We perform clip-
ping by making a check whether the intersection point is below the
surface by substituting only the normal direction cosine component
z in the numerator of Eq. (31). In case it is below the surface, we
snap the point to the arc defined by the intersection of the disk with
the plane that splits the circle into two hemispheres. The equation
of an arc C(m) can be defined as the circular interpolation in the
plane formed by the projected vertex on the hemisphere U(m) and
the orthogonal vector Γ̂

(m):

U(m) =
V(m)−x
|V(m)−x|

U(m) =

(
ξ
(m)−ωo,t ,

√
1−

∣∣ξ(m)−ωo,t
∣∣2)

Γ
(m) = U(m+1)−U(m)(U(m) ·U(m+1))

Γ̂
(m) =

Γ
(m)

|Γ(m)|

C(m) = U(m) cosγ+ Γ̂
(m) sinγ (36)

where the angle on the circle is defined in the range γ ∈
[0,acos(U(m) ·U(m+1))]. To find the intersection points with the
plane between the two hemispheres we must solve the equation:

tzr cosθ+bzr sinθ+ pz = 0 (37)

It is solved in analogy to Eq. (32), however, two corner cases have
to be considered: The first is caused as the sphere approaches gra-
zing angles and the projected ellipse of decreasing size eventually
turns into a line. We detect this case and perform a simple inter-
section between a line and the arc to find the bounds of the integral.
The second corresponds to a sphere fully below the horizon. We
test whether the sphere center is further than one radius under the
horizon and discard shading of the respective point upon validation.

To evaluate our derivation we rendered the response in angular
domain according to different viewing directions by using our ap-
proximation and Monte Carlo sampling of the light source (Fig. 8).
Apart from minor discrepancies due to our approximation of the
Si(x)-function, we closely match the ground truth. Thus our appro-
ach can be used without performing extraneous normalization.

3.4.2. Polygonal light sources

Polygonal lights can be represented by a collection of spherical tri-
angles whose edges are defined as parts of three great circles. Each
edge can be expressed as an arc via Eq. (36). To find the intersecti-
ons with each edge the following equation must be solved:

ωo,ξ1
+U (m)

ξ1
cosγ+ Γ̂

(m)
ξ1

sinγ = 0 (38)

Analogously to Eq. (31) we must solve a quadratic equation that
has the following roots:

D = Γ̂
(m)2
ξ1

+U (m)
ξ1

2
−ωo,ξ1

2 (39)

ν =

−
(

Γ̂
(m)
ξ1

+ sgn
(

bξ1

)√
D
)

ωo,ξ1
−U (m)

ξ1

±1

(40)

In most cases, the line intersects exactly one edge. For the corner
case when a point lies on two arcs we determine whether to keep if
there is a difference of the derivatives according to x:

δy
δx

=
−U(m)

ξ2
sinγ+Γ

(m)
ξ2

cosγ

−U(m)
ξ1

sinγ+Γ
(m)
ξ1

cosγ

. (41)
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Figure 9: Comparison of the specular lobe of (a) the ground truth
Monte Carlo sampling, (b) our triangular light source approxima-
tion and (c) the same approximation with exact Si(x) computation.
Equirectangular mapping of the viewing directions is used with ra-
diance boosted ten times. The coordinate system follows the same
principles that we outlined for the spherical light sources.

After we have determined all intersection points we must form line
segments. For this purpose we sort the roots by using bitonic sort
[Bat68] by exploiting swizzling and the min and max operations
supported by the GPU. We form a line segment out of each pair
and compute Eq. (27). We clip the polygons by the plane that splits
the hemisphere and form a new triangle when necessary.

Similar to the sphere implementation we validate the response
in angular domain based on different viewing directions in Fig. 9.
Analogously, minor discrepancies become visible that are related
to the Si(x) approximation.

4. Implementation

We implemented our technique inside a real-time rendering frame-
work following the principles expressed by Burns et al. [BH13];
we use rasterization to cast primary rays in a scene and directly
sample the geometry. The main benefit of this technique is that our
approach is evaluated only for the visible pixels. Another similar
approach that was widely used in the real-time rendering commu-
nity was G-buffer based deferred shading, which traces its origin to
the technique proposed by Saito et al. [ST90]. This technique is not
directly applicable to our approach as it would require to store the
intersected scratches. Also, storing high quality normals requires
additional bandwidth; more traditional ways of encoding the nor-
mal in 8-bit or 16-bit variables would lead to severe artifacts cau-
sed by the highly specular phenomenon that we are modeling. The
shading pipeline used by our renderer follows the widely adopted
principles within production real-time renderers [HMD∗14].

We adopt two basic data structures to store the scratches within
our pipeline. We use the basic structure covered by Werner et al.
for the case when the footprint integration is enabled, as it requires
complete knowledge about the scratches covered by a single pixel.
For near-field rendering the visibility buffer structure can be ex-
ploited to optimize the intersection checks. We store the scratches
associated with a single triangle that fall within the coherence area,

which enables faster linear time lookup. It works very efficiently on
the GPU for high polygon meshes at the expense of bigger storage
requirements. Each node associated with a polygon stores a 32-bit
index into a scratch reference buffer and a 32-bit number of scrat-
ches within a polygon. To obtain the scratches within the polygon
we perform cylinder-line intersection tests where the radius is pro-
portional to three times the coherence area. Additional experiments
with a hierarchical version of this technique did not show signifi-
cant improvement in any of the scenes that we tested, which we
attribute to a more divergent execution profile.

We compute the projected camera pixel footprint by first ap-
plying the partial derivative functions (dFdx, dFdy) on the world
coordinates of the intersection points, which is supported by the
GPU. Then we construct an orthogonal basis on the surface and
pass only the tangent and the extent of the pixel footprint ellipse to
the functions that evaluate the spatial response.

We perform the computation individually for each light source.
Clustering is also applicable to our rendering algorithms; however,
we left the exploration of these techniques for future work. For the
specific case of polygonal lights we evaluate the contribution of
each triangle within the inner loop of the scratch intersection code.

5. Results

We performed a validation of our technique against classic Monte
Carlo integration according to the publication by Werner et al.
which is shown in Fig. 10. As expected from the angular domain
plots (cf. Fig. 8, 9) our results match well. Main discrepancies are
color differences of some of the scratches, most likely caused by
our Si(x) approximation and the shape of the reflection by the base
material. Note that we use the techniques described by Heitz and
Dupuy et al. [HDHN16, DHB17] for computing the integral over
the solid angle subtended of the base material by spherical and po-
lygonal light source. These are known to fail to match the shape
of the highlight at grazing angles. The spherical light source is si-
tuated around a meter away from the spoon and has a radius of
5 mm. We use a star shaped light composed of eight individual po-
lygons to illustrate that our technique performs well with polygonal
light sources of any shape. In both cases we use scratch parameters
(width and depth) uniformly distributed between 0.8 and 6 microns.
We show a faithful recreation (Fig. 11) of one of the high quality
scenes from the original work by Werner et al. Furthermore, we in-
clude validation of our technique against one of the ground truth
scenes in the supplemental material.

A benchmark of our technique on a notebook GPU (NVIDIA
GTX 970M) is provided in Table 2; our technique works at real-
time performance for spherical light sources. Computation cost is
mostly dominated by intersection tests. Except for extreme close-
ups, we achieve close to real-time performance which is most likely
related to the more complex code for intersecting the projection
of a triangle light source. Our technique that reuses the triangle
intersections by building per triangle arrays noticeably improves
performance. We attribute the low performance on the GPU on
divergence caused by branching in the code. Applying our antia-
liasing technique increases the shading cost as we must intersect
and evaluate shading for noticeably more scratches. We tested our
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(a) (b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 10: Comparison between Monte Carlo integration over the
solid angle subtended by (a) spherical and (c) polygonal light
source against our approximation of the same integral for (b) sp-
herical and (d) polygonal light source. The difference in the base
material highlight is due to the properties of the LTC and SPTD
distributions.

(a)

(b)

Figure 11: Recreation of the dining table scene from the original
work on iridescent scratches with finer scratches σ = 10nm and
200000 individual scratches split between the spoon and the fork.
Recreating one of the bright windows in the scene enhances the
realism (b) compared to (a) a single light. We provide additional
analysis of this many-lights approach in the supplemental material.

technique on a previous generation desktop GPU (NVIDIA GTX
980) and it performs at least a factor of two faster in comparison to
the notebook GPU. Further benchmarks against high quality sce-
nes are provided in the supplemental material. We expect that our
technique would perform much better on current and next genera-
tion GPUs making it a useful tool for visualization of iridescent
scratches in real-time.

6. Discussion

We developed a set of techniques which allow the direct applica-
tion of iridescent scratches within real-time rendering frameworks.
Our techniques achieve several orders of magnitude of performance
improvement over previous Monte Carlo sampling based techni-
ques. However, to reach truly practical implementation quality for
production code bases, several avenues for improvement remain,
which we will discuss in the following.
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AA disabled AA enabled
Type BVH Per Triangle Array BVH

Zoom-In 0.5x 1x 2x 0.5x 1x 2x 0.5x 1x 2x
Intersection Only 4.1ms 4.4ms 5.5ms 2.9ms 3.5ms 3.8ms 18.1ms 17.5ms 15.5ms

Sphere 4.5ms 6.3ms 12.8ms 3.9ms 4.7ms 8.8ms 27.3ms 31.7ms 36.3ms
Triangle 13.9ms 26.5ms 60.6ms 12.5ms 21.1ms 43.4ms 48.5ms 60.3ms 94.1ms

Table 2: Benchmark of the scene presented in Fig. 10 (b) with 10000 scratches split into 411810 segments with and without antialiasing
enabled. AA is performed using camera footprint integration. The values were capture on a notebook GTX 970M GPU at 720p image
resolution. We provide the respective images under different zoom levels in the supplemental material.

Improved storage and lookup. We used direct segmentation of
scratches according to the polygon boundaries of the shaded mesh.
Another possibility that would improve storage efficiency is to store
the extent of scratch particles as box-like structures. This technique
is known as deferred decals in the real-time rendering community.
It would greatly reduce the memory footprint of the data structures
and reduce lookup times as more shallow data structures are tra-
versed. Another possibility is to apply procedural models to greatly
reduce storage. We aim to pursue these and other ideas that improve
the memory usage.

More GPU friendly implementation. Currently, the inter-
section code is heavily reliant on branching to handle corner cases.
We are interested in exploring other possible techniques that can
handle this problem in a more GPU friendly branchless fashion.

Modeling improvements. We employ the simple Harvey model
for our computations as doing an analytic solution of this model
is tractable. We would like to explore possible solutions to handle
the Generalized Harvey-Shack model [Kry06]. Another open pro-
blem is the handling of more complex scratch profiles as well as
their variation along the scratch, as they cannot be integrated in
closed form and necessitate more advanced antialiasing techniques.
Although many possibilities exist for decomposing the 1D profile
functions into terms that are easier to integrate, most of them are
not particularly efficient memory-wise or performance-wise. We
are also interested in deriving efficient techniques for approxima-
ting the contribution of many wavelengths as we limited the results
shown in this publication to RGB. Currently, it can be approxima-
ted by evaluating the functions for many wavelengths in spectral
rendering fashion and converting them to RGB. We provide per-
formance evaluation of this approach in the supplemental material.
Another limitation that we share with other area lighting techni-
ques is handling of the Fresnel term which is only approximately
supported for dielectrics by the distribution based approaches that
fit the Schlick approximation. We are interested in exploring this
problem in the future.

Handling of more complex light sources. We currently handle
only spherical and polygonal light sources. However, the approach
of handling the intersection in direction cosine space should fairly
easily generalize to other geometry shapes. An often neglected but
still very important open problem is the handling of shading by
complex concave meshes. From a theoretic standpoint it is possible
to clip polygons so that only visible faces are considered in the
computation of the solid angle subtended, which, however, would
be a very computation intensive task. We are interested in looking
for solutions of this problem, especially with respect to the special
case of rendering scratched surfaces and in the more generic case of

microfacet theory based modeling. Rendering of environment light
probes is also another possible direction for future research.

Shadow mapping. The closed form solution of shadow mapping
by area light sources is considered an open problem in the real-
time rendering community. Some special case solutions exist as the
ones shown by Dupuy et al. [DHB17] for shadows cast by spheres.
However, the generic case of arbitrary geometry of light sources
and shadow casters is unsolved.
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